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eric flows in aquatic environments
using a multirotor small uncrewed aircraft system
(sUAS)

Javier González-Rocha, *abc Landon Bilyeu,b Shane D. Ross, c

Hosein Foroutan, d Stephen J. Jacquemin,e Andrew P. Ault f

and David G. Schmale, III b

New wind sensing technologies are needed to measure atmospheric flows in aquatic environments where

hazardous agents may be present and conventional atmospheric sensors are difficult to deploy. Here, we

present the application of model-based multirotor sUAS (small uncrewed aircraft system) wind

estimation to measure atmospheric flow variations in aquatic environments. Thirty-two sUAS flights were

conducted at Grand Lake St. Marys (GLSM), Ohio in August, 2019 to characterize differences in wind

profiles (wind speed and wind direction) across onshore and offshore (over the lake) locations 80 m

apart. A harmful algal bloom was present in GLSM during the experiment. Fourteen calibration flights

were conducted at the same site to validate multirotor sUAS wind estimates hovering next to a sonic

anemometer (SA) installed 13 m above ground level. Forty-seven calibration profiles were performed in

Blacksburg, Virginia on June 30th, 2020 to validate multirotor sUAS wind estimates obtained in steady

ascending vertical flight next to a SoDAR wind profiler. Differences between onshore and offshore wind

speed measurements at GLSM increased from morning to afternoon on each day of experiments. Flights

performed next to SA and SoDAR instruments also demonstrated multirotor sUAS estimates of wind

velocity components u and v to have mean absolute error values of 0.4 m s−1 and 0.3 m s−1 (hovering)

and 1.2 m s−1 and 1.5 m s−1 (ascending), respectively. Overall, our findings support further development

of multirotor sUAS capabilities for resolving atmospheric flows in aquatic environments.
Environmental signicance

The increased presence of harmful algal blooms in freshwater lakes, rivers, and reservoirs, as well as marine coastal areas and estuaries, poses a threat to wildlife
and public health. Understanding howmicroscale atmospheric ows vary with space and time where land and water interface in aquatic environments is critical
for characterizing the atmospheric transport of aerosolized cyanobacteria toxins produced by harmful algal blooms. Our study demonstrates that multirotor
small uncrewed aircra systems (sUAS) can reliably provide high-resolution observations of atmospheric ow variations in aquatic environments where surface
heterogeneity is signicant. High-delity measurements of atmospheric ows in aquatic environments can lead to improved atmospheric transport predictions,
giving way to new possibilities for developing advisory systems that are precise, connected, and automated to reduce the number of exposure events for
downwind communities.
1 Introduction

Multirotor small uncrewed (formerly referred to unmanned)
aircra systems (sUAS) can help obtain in situmeasurements of
microscale (sub-1 km) atmospheric ows in aquatic
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environments where natural and articial topographical
features are signicant. Measuring howmicroscale atmospheric
ows evolve in complex environments has long remained
a challenge due to their natural characteristics.1–3 Microscale
ows vary signicantly in space and time due to surface
roughness and turbulence induced by shear, inertial, and
buoyancy effects.4 Additionally, deploying meteorological
towers, tethered balloons, as well as SoDAR and LiDAR wind
prolers to measure atmospheric ow velocity is difficult and
costly in complex environments.5,6 Aerial observations from
crewed aircra are also cost prohibitive and suffer from poor
resolution near the Earth's surface.6 Multirotor sUAS, on the
other hand, despite having a lower persistence measuring the
Environ. Sci.: Atmos., 2023, 3, 305–315 | 305
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atmosphere, are inexpensive, mobile, portable, and easy to
deploy over water and hard-to-access topographies.7 Therefore,
new multirotor sUAS enabled capabilities to measure wind
velocity may provide reliable targeted observations for resolving
microscale atmospheric ows in aquatic environments.

Before multirotor sUAS were widely available, attempts to
measure wind velocity, and other key atmospheric variables,
with sUAS relied on xed-wing model aircra. Konrad et al.8

instrumented a small platform with small sensors to measure
wind speed and atmospheric variables. More recent efforts to
enable wind sensing with xed-wing sUAS have lead to the
development of direct and indirect methods for sampling wind
velocity in the lower atmosphere. Direct methods have mostly
involved integrating pitot tube and multi-hole probe air data
systems on board xed-wing sUAS for measuring wind velocity.6

Indirect methods, on the other hand, have employed xed-wing
aircra kinematic particle, point mass, and rigid body models
of varying sophistication to infer wind velocity.9–11 Elston et al.12

have developed a comprehensive review of direct and indirect
techniques for measuring wind velocity with xed-wing sUAS.

As with xed-wing aircra, efforts to sense wind velocity with
multirotor sUAS have led to the development of direct and
indirect wind sensing techniques. Numerous studies have
integrated a variety of ow sensors on board multirotor sUAS to
measure wind velocity while hovering at one or multiple xed
locations.5,6,13 Some of the ow sensor types considered in these
studies include cup, hot-wire, and sonic anemometers;14–17 pitot
tube and multi-hole probe air data systems;18 and LiDAR.19 The
effectiveness of these techniques for measuring wind velocity
have been found to depend on the payload capacity of the host
aircra, and the signicance of measurement error produced by
propeller downwash and vehicle motion. Indirect wind sensing
techniques are sensor free, and instead use vehicle models, of
varying sophistication, to infer wind velocity fromwind-induced
motion disturbances from equilibrium ight. The models that
have been used to infer velocity have so far included kinematic
particle, point mass, and rigid body models.4,20–22 Overall, the
three models have been found to have a comparable perfor-
mance measuring the prevailing wind velocity. However,
studies performed by González-Rocha et al.4 have found higher-
delity vehicle models to have an improved performance
resolving time-varying wind uctuations.

More recent work has aimed to expand the wind sensing
ight envelop of multirotor sUAS beyond just hovering ight.
Both direct and indirect wind sensing techniques have been
leveraged to measure wind velocity in vertical steady-ascending
ight. Direct approaches for proling wind velocity have mostly
involved sonic anemometers.5,6,15,23,24 Alternatively, indirect
wind proling methods have involved kinematic particle and
rigid-body models. The latter wind sensing technique can be
adapted for various ascent rates and could also prove useful for
measuring wind uctuations required to infer atmospheric
turbulence.25–27 Rigid body models have been used to estimate
wind velocity in the lower atmosphere ascending at various
rates.25 Efforts to explore the feasibility of employing multirotor
sUAS wind sensing capabilities for resolving atmospheric ow
variations in aquatic environments are just beginning. For
306 | Environ. Sci.: Atmos., 2023, 3, 305–315
example, a recent study by González-Rocha et al.7 found that
multirotor sUAS wind sensing capabilities can be used to
characterize the dri of small and irregularly shaped objects in
freshwater and saltwater environments. Bilyeu et al.28 leveraged
the same wind sensing technique along with an optical particle
size sensor mounted on a separate multirotor platform to
monitor airborne particles over two harmful algal blooms in
Grand Lake St. Marys and Lake Erie, Ohio. The two studies show
that multirotor sUAS have great potential for collecting atmo-
spheric observations in aquatic environments where conven-
tional ground-based sensors are a challenge to deploy.

In this paper, we present the application of multirotor sUAS
wind proling for measuring spatiotemporal variations of ow
velocity in complex environments where surface heterogeneity
is signicant. The specic objectives of our work were to: (1) use
the rigid body model based wind sensing techniques developed
by González-Rocha et al.4,25 to measure how the horizontal wind
velocity varies with height across onshore and offshore loca-
tions 80 m apart and (2) test the reliability of multirotor sUAS
wind velocity estimates ying next to a two-dimensional (2-D)
sonic anemometer and a sound detection and ranging (SoDAR)
wind proler. Results from onshore and offshore measure-
ments and calibration experiments were used to evaluate the
effectiveness of multirotor sUAS model-based wind sensing
techniques for resolving spatiotemporal variations of wind
velocity in aquatic environments.

2 Methods and materials
2.1 Wind velocity proling in aquatic environments

2.1.1 Multirotor sUAS ight operations. Multirotor sUAS
ight operations were conducted in Grand Lake St. Marys
(GLSM), Ohio on August 5th and 6th, 2019 from 8:00 to 15:00
EDT (local time) to prole wind speed and wind direction at
onshore and offshore locations 80 m apart. A harmful algal
bloom was present at GLSM during the experiments.29 As shown
in Fig. 1, wind velocity measurements were rst collected 50 m
offshore and then 30 m onshore less than 5 minutes apart. At
each location, wind velocity was rst measured hovering at 10m
above ground level (AGL) for approximately 2 minutes before
ascending vertically from 10 m to 100 m AGL at a constant rate
of 1 m s−1. In total, sixteen ight operations were performed on
August 5th. An additional een ight operations were con-
ducted on August 6th. The thirty one sets of wind velocity
observations collected between August 5th and 6th were used to
determine wind velocity variations across onshore and offshore
locations with respect time.

2.1.2 Multirotor sUAS platform. The multirotor sUAS
employed during eld experiments is the off-the-shelf 3DR Solo
quadrotor shown in Fig. 2. Platform specications have been
previously described by González-Rocha et al.7,25 Briey, the
quadrotor weighs approximately 1.5 kg with battery and
a camera and gimbal system installed. The quadrotor is 25 cm
tall and measures 26 cm across the span between diagonal
motors. The four thrusters of the quadrotor consist of two pairs
of clock-wise and counter-clock 880 Kv brushless motors and
self-tightening propellers whose dimensions are 25 cm ×
© 2023 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry



Fig. 1 (a) A schematic of the multirotor sUAS operations performed on August 5th and 6th, 2019 to measure wind variability across onshore and
offshore sampling locations at Grand Lake St. Marys, Ohio. (b) An image of the multirotor sUAS hovering flight operations conducted to measure
wind velocity at 10 m AGL. (c) An image of multirotor sUAS steady ascending flight operations performed to measure wind velocity from 10 m to
100 m AGL.

Fig. 2 A close-up image of the multirotor sUAS that was used to
measure wind velocity at onshore and offshore locations in Grant Lake
St. Marys, Ohio on August 5th and 6th, 2019.
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11.4 cm. Additionally, the ight autopilot on board the quad-
rotor is a Pixhawk 2.1 Green Cube autopilot that runs on
ArduCopter open-source soware. The sampling rate of the GPS
and inertial measurement units that form part of the autopilot's
attitude and heading reference system range from 5Hz to 20 Hz.
During ight, the quadrotor was controlled using a hand-held
2.4 GHz radio transmitter with a range of up to 0.5 km. Lastly,
the multirotor sUAS ight endurance varied between 10 and 15
minutes, depending on wind conditions and the life cycle of the
battery powering the aircra.

2.1.3 Wind sensing rigid body model. Wind velocity esti-
mates were derived from wind-induced perturbations to quad-
rotor motion using the model-based wind estimation
framework developed by González-Rocha et al.4,25 Employing
this approach, the vehicle motion is described using a rigid
body model. This model describes the aircra orientation using
the conventional roll-pitch-yaw Euler angles (Q = [f,q,j]T). The
© 2023 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
rotation matrix R(Q) that maps free vectors from the body frame
to the inertial frame is

RðQÞ ¼

0BB@ cqcj cjsqsf� cfsj cjsqcfþ sfsj

cqsj cfcjþ sqsfsj �sfcjþ sqcfsj

�sq cqsf cqcf

1CCA
where c(*) and s(*) are abbreviations for the cosine and sine trig-
onometric functions, respectively. The kinematic equations are

_X = R(Q)v + Vw(X,t) (1)

Q̇ = L(Q)u (2)

where X = [x,y,z]T and Vw(X,t) = [uw,vw,ww]
T are the aircra

position and wind velocity vectors expressed in the Earth-xed
inertial reference frame F i ¼ fi1; i2; i3g, and v and u are the
aircra translational and rotational velocity vectors expressed
in the body-xed reference frame, F b ¼ fb1; b2; b3g, respec-
tively. Additionally, the body-xed angular velocity components
are mapped to the Euler angle rates via,

LðQÞ ¼

0BB@ 1 sftq sftq

0 cf �sf
0 sfq tfscq

1CCA
where t(*) and sc(*) are abbreviations for the tangent and secant
trigonometric functions, respectively. The aircra translational
and rotational dynamic equations are

m _v = mv × u + fa(v) + mgRTi3 − fctrlb3 + mFv (3)

Iu ̇ = Iu × u + ma(u,v) + mctrl (4)

where the scalar parameters, m, g, and fctrl are the mass of the
vehicle, the gravitational constant, and the control force,
respectively. The aerodynamic forcing on the aircra is

modeled by the fa vector. Furthermore, F ¼ RT dVw

dX
R the spatial
Environ. Sci.: Atmos., 2023, 3, 305–315 | 307
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wind gradient perturbing translational motion of the aircra.
Lastly, I is the moment of inertia matrix, ma is the aerodynamic
moment vector, and msctrl is the control torque vector.

To estimate wind velocity, the nonlinear, time-invariant rigid
bodymodel equations (i.e., (3) and (4)) are linearized about both
hovering and steady-ascending equilibrium ight. The hovering
equilibrium ight condition is satised when veq h ueq h 0.
The steady ascending equilibrium ight condition is satised
when v h veq, i.e., veq = 1 m s−1, and u h 0. The linear, time-
invariant (LTI) models describing the aircra dynamics about
the hovering and steady ascending equilibrium ight condi-
tions are of the form

d

dt
x ¼ A~xþ B~uþ Gw (5)

where the vectors ~x = x − xeq and ~u = u − ueq denote, respec-
tively, small deviations in the state and input vectors from their
steady-state values. Additionally, the state matrix, A, models
unforced dynamics, the input matrix, B, characterizes applied
forcing, and the disturbance matrix, G, captures the trans-
lational kinematic effects of the wind disturbance vector, w =

[uw,vw,ww]
T. The state and input matrices that parameterize this

model form were characterized using the system identication
techniques developed by Morelli and Klein,30 and have been
published by González-Rocha et al.25 Knowing the values of A
and B, a state observer was synthesized to estimate wind velocity
components uw and vw while operating in both hovering and
steady-ascending equilibrium ight conditions.

2.1.4 State observer design. To synthesize an observer, we
rst reformulate eqn (5) to construct a wind-augmented model.
The form of the wind-augmented model is described by,

d

dt
~xA ¼

 
A12 G12�3

03�12 03

!
|fflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl{zfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl}

AA

~xw þ
 
B12�4

03�4

!
|fflfflfflfflfflffl{zfflfflfflfflfflffl}

BA

~u (6)

where xA = [XT,QT,vT,uT,wT]T is the augmented state vector, and
AA and BA are the augmented state and input matrices, respec-
tively. This formulation assumes that the ow velocity varies

slowly, relative to the system dynamics, and write
d
dt

w ¼ 0 in the

wind-augmented model. Additionally, eqn (7) is the output
equation describing the subset of state measurements collected
on board the multirotor sUAS described in Section 2.1.2, which
include the absolute position, orientation, and translational
and rotational velocities.

y ¼

0BBBBB@
I3 03 03 03 03
03 I3 03 03 03
03 03 I3 03 I3

03 03 03 I3 03

1CCCCCA
|fflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl{zfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl}

CA

xA (7)

Finally, computing a suitable observer gain matrix GO, the
state of the following observer will converge to the state of the
augmented system, including the wind velocity:
308 | Environ. Sci.: Atmos., 2023, 3, 305–315
d

dt
cxA ¼ AAcxA þ BAuþ GO

�
y� CAcxA

�
(8)

More details about the observer design described in eqn (8)
are provided by González-Rocha et al.4,25

2.1.5 Data analysis. Multirotor sUAS wind velocity esti-
mates obtained hovering at 10 m AGL were processed prior to
quantifying wind variations across onshore and offshore
sampling locations near the surface. First, the east and north
wind velocity components u and v (referred to as uw and vw in
Sections 2.1.3 and 2.1.4) were averaged for the duration of each
measurement period (approximately 2 minutes). The time-
averaged wind velocity components �u and �v were then used to
compute the average wind speed �U and wind direction b at 10 m
AGL using eqn (9) and (10), respectively.

U ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
u2 þ v2

p
(9)

b ¼ arctan

�
u

v

�
þ 180� (10)

Wind velocity variations near the surface were then quanti-
ed as the difference between wind speed and wind direction
observations measured at onshore and offshore sampling
locations.

Multirotor sUAS wind velocity proles collected at onshore
and offshore sampling locations were used to quantify wind
velocity variations extending from 10 to 100 m AGL. In this
process, u and v wind velocity components were averaged every
10 m. The height-averaged components of wind velocity were
then interpolated with respect to time and height using the
bilinear interpolation function described by,

f ðx; yÞ ¼ 1

ðx2 � x1Þðy2 � y1Þ �

½x2 � x x� x1�
24 f ðx1; y1Þ f ðx1; y2Þ
f ðx2; y1Þ f ðx2; y2Þ

3524 y2 � y

y� y1

35 (11)

where (x1,x2) and (y1,y2) are the time and height interpolation
domain values; f(x1,y1), f(x1,y2), f(x2,y1) and f(x2,y1) are the cor-
responding time and height range values; and x and y are time
and height query (i.e., interpolation) values. The interpolated
values of u and v were then used to compute wind speed and
wind direction over onshore and offshore sampling locations.
Wind velocity variations extending from the surface to the lower
atmosphere were then quantied as the difference between
onshore and offshore wind speed and wind direction
observations.

The multirotor sUAS wind velocity proles were also used to
quantify wind shear differences across the land-and-water
interface of the lake. In our approach, we use 10 m averaged
quadrotor wind speed proles to solve for the wind shear
exponent of the power law described in eqn (12)

U

U r

¼
�
z

zr

�a

(12)
© 2023 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
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where �Ur is the averaged wind speed measured at the reference
height of Zr = 10 m, �U is the averaged wind speed measured at
to some height Z greater than Zr, and a is the wind shear
exponent. To solve for the wind shear exponent, the wind power
law was reformulated as shown in eqn (13)

a ¼ 1

N � 1

XN�1

i¼1

ln UðiÞ � ln U r

ln zðiÞ � ln zr
(13)

where N − 1 measurements of U are the average wind speed
measured at every 10 m interval from 20 to 100 m AGL. The
difference between exponent values corresponding to wind
speed proles collected at onshore and offshore sampling
locations were then used to assess wind shear variations across
the land-and-water interface of the lake.

2.2 Validation of multirotor sUAS wind estimation

2.2.1 Hovering ight wind estimation performance. On
August 8th, 14 calibration ights were performed from 8:00 to
16:00 EDT at the Wright State University-Lake Campus to vali-
date multirotor sUAS wind estimates next to an Atmos 22 sonic
anemometer. The Atmos 22 sonic anemometer was installed 13
Fig. 3 (a) An aerial view showing the landscape surrounding the
location where experiments were performed to validate multirotor
sUAS wind estimates hovering next to a sonic anemometer installed 13
m AGL. (b) A satellite image of Wright State University Lake Campus,
Ohio where multirotor sUAS and sonic anemometer wind compari-
sons were performed. (c) A close-up image showing the experiment
setup used to validated multirotor wind estimates next to the sonic
anemometer installed 13 m AGL.

Table 1 A summary of sonic anemometer and SoDAR performance spe

Make/model [m]
Vertical range
[m]

Resolution

Spatial Tem

Meter Atmos 22 SA — — 15 s
Remtech PA-0 SoDAR 200 m 10 m 300

© 2023 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
m AGL on top of a ag pole as shown in Fig. 3. The multirotor
sUAS hovered 5 m away from the sonic anemometer for
approximately 10 minutes prior to landing during each ight
test. Multirotor sUAS wind estimates were then compared to
sonic anemometer wind observations using root mean squared
error (RMSE) and mean absolute error (MAE) metrics. Based on
manufacturer specications (see Table 1), the Atmos 22 sonic
anemometer provides wind speed and wind direction
measurements every 15 seconds with an accuracy of ±0.3 m s−1

and ±0.5°, respectively.
2.2.2 Steady-ascending vertical ight wind estimation.

Multirotor sUAS wind velocity proles were also calibrated
alongside a Remtech PA-0 sonic detection and ranging (SoDAR)
wind proler at the Virginia Tech Kentland Experimental Aerial
Systems (KEAS) Laboratory in Blacksburg, VA on June 27th,
2019. The Remtech PA-0 SoDAR wind proler provides wind
velocity measurements from 10 m to 200 m with spatial reso-
lution of 10 m, and a temporal resolution of 5 minutes (see
Table 1). Forty-seven multirotor sUAS proles of wind velocity
were conducted from 9:00 to 21:30 EDT following at 30 minutes
cadence. During each prole, the multirotor sUAS ascended
vertically from 10 to 120 m AGL twice while sustaining an ascent
rate of 1 m s−1 (see Fig. 4). State and input measurements
collected on board the quadrotor were then processed to esti-
mate wind velocity proles employing the wind estimation
approach described in Section 2.1.3. Multirotor sUAS and
cifications

Accuracy

poral Wind speed Wind direction

3% of measurement 3% of measurement
s <�0.2 m s−1 above 6 m s−1 �3° above 2 m s−1

Fig. 4 (a) A close-up image of the SoDAR wind velocity profiler used
to validate multirotor sUAS wind profiles. (b) A schematic of the
experiment setup used at Virginia Tech Kentland Experimental Aerial
Systems Laboratory on June, 29th, 2020 to validate multirotor sUAS
wind velocity profiles next to SoDAR wind profiler.

Environ. Sci.: Atmos., 2023, 3, 305–315 | 309
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SoDAR wind observations were also compared using RMSE and
MAE metrics to assess the reliability of multirotor sUAS wind
estimation in steady-ascending vertical ight.
3 Results and discussion
3.1 Validation of multirotor UAS wind estimates

3.1.1 Hovering ight wind estimation. To validate multi-
rotor sUAS wind estimates, fourteen ights were conducted next
to a sonic anemometer mounted on top of a agpole over a 7
hour period. During this time interval, the wind magnitude
varied between 0 m s−1 and 4 m s−1 as the wind direction
shied gradually from the south to the north–northeast, and
between 0 m s−1 and 5 m s−1 once the wind direction became
predominant from the northeast (see Fig. 5(a)). Multirotor sUAS
wind inferences were found to be reliable resolving trends in
diurnal wind variations based on the comparison of multirotor
sUAS and sonic anemometer wind speed and wind direction
observations shown in Fig. 5(a). Similar results were obtained
comparing multirotor sUAS and sonic anemometer wind
observations over ten-minute periods in both low and moderate
Fig. 5 Comparison plots showing the agreement between the mul-
tirotor sUAS (blue dots) and sonic anemometer (SA; black dots)
measurements of wind speed and wind direction collected on August
8th from (a) 8:00 to 15:00 EDT, as well as periods of (b) light (U <
3 m s−1) and (c) moderate (U < 5 m s−1) wind conditions.

Table 2 Error analysis of multirotor sUAS wind velocity estimates hover

Height [m] Samples

MAE

u
[m s−1]

v
[m s−1]

13 577 0.4 0.3

310 | Environ. Sci.: Atmos., 2023, 3, 305–315
wind conditions as shown in Fig. 5(b) and (c). Additionally,
multirotor sUAS observations of u, v, and U collected from all
fourteen ights were found to have MAE values of 0.4 m s−1,
0.3 m s−1 and 0.4 m s−1 and RMSE values of 0.5 m s−1, 0.4 m s−1

and 0.5 m s−1, respectively (see Table 2), relative to sonic
anemometer observations. These ndings suggest that multi-
rotor sUAS wind direction estimates are reliable across the
range of wind conditions experienced during ight
experiments.

3.1.2 Steady-ascending vertical ight wind estimation. To
validate multirotor sUAS wind proles, twenty-four ight oper-
ations were conducted next to a SoDAR wind proler over a time
span of 12 hours. A total of forty-seven wind velocity proles
were derived from the twenty three ights. Multirotor sUAS
wind proles were found to track general trends in wind speed
observations based on comparisons of multirotor sUAS and
SoDAR wind speed observations made at heights of 40 m, 70 m,
and 100 m AGL (see Fig. 6). However, as shown in Fig. 6(b) and
(c), multirotor sUAS and SoDAR wind speed observations were
most consistent during the morning and evening hours. Mul-
tirotor sUAS and SoDAR wind direction measurements, on the
other hand, were found to agree well throughout the duration of
ight experiments (see Fig. 7). Additionally, Table 3 shows the
MAE and RMSE values corresponding to multirotor sUAS
measurements of u, v, and U measured at height of 40 m, 70 m,
and 100 m AGL. Overall, multirotor sUAS wind velocity proles
show a good performance inferring wind velocity ascending
vertically at 1 m s−1 from 10 to 120 m AGL in both light and
gentle breeze conditions (U < 6 m s−1).
3.2 Onshore and offshore wind velocity observations

3.2.1 Hovering ight wind observations. Wind velocity
measurements collected at onshore and offshore locations 10 m
AGL on August 5th and 6th were found to vary as daytime
progressed. As shown in Fig. 8, onshore and offshore wind
velocity variations were predominantly characterized by wind
magnitude differences (onshore and offshore wind direction
remained consistent). The wind speed differences measured
across onshore and offshore locations on August 5th increased
from 0m s−1 to 3 m s−1 as the wind direction shied from south
to west over a 6 hour period. On August 6th, onshore and
offshore wind speed differences increased from 0 m s−1 to
2 m s−1 as the wind direction shied gradually from the
southwest to the west over a 6 hour period. The wind velocity
differences measured at onshore and offshore locations on both
days are likely produced by onshore and offshore roughness
length and air buoyancy disparities. The roughness length
ing at 13 m AGL

RMSE

U
[m s−1]

u
[m s−1]

v
[m s−1]

U
[m s−1]

0.4 0.5 0.4 0.6

© 2023 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry



Fig. 6 (a) A comparison plot showing the agreement between mul-
tirotor sUAS (black) and SoDAR (red) wind speed observations
collected at 40 m, 70 m, and 100 m AGL on June 27th, 2020. The
multirotor sUAS and SoDAR wind speed observations were found in
closer agreement during the (b) morning and (c) evening sampling
periods.

Fig. 7 (a) A comparison plot showing the agreement between multi-
rotor sUAS (black) and SoDAR (red) wind direction observations
collected at 40 m, 70 m, and 100 m AGL on June, 27th, 2020. Multi-
rotor and SoDAR wind direction observations were found in good
agreement consistently during the (b) morning and (c) evening
sampling periods.

Table 3 Error analysis of multirotor sUAS wind velocity profiles

Height [m] Samples

MAE

u [m s−1]
v
[m s−1]

40 40 1.1 1.6
70 39 1.2 1.5
100 39 1.2 1.5
Average 1.2 1.5

© 2023 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
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alone is estimated to be approximately 100 times larger
onshore.

3.3 Steady-ascending vertical ight wind observations

Wind velocity proles collected on August 5th and 6th show that
onshore and offshore wind velocity variations alo change with
respect to time and height. On both days, as shown in Fig. 9(a)
and 10(a), the onshore and offshore wind speed differences
measured from 10 m to 80 m AGL were found to increase
signicantly over time. Wind speed differences measured
across onshore and offshore locations were more pronounced
near the ground, where roughness length and buoyancy ow
effects are most signicant. Wind velocity variations associated
with onshore and offshore wind direction differences were
observed to be less consistent. On August 5th, notable differ-
ences were found between onshore and offshore wind direction
measurements collected during the middle of the day. However,
the measurements collected during this period were fewer in
comparison to measurements collected during early-morning
and late-aernoon hours (see Fig. 9(a)). On August 6th, as
shown in Fig. 10(a), wind direction differences across onshore
and offshore locations were observed to remain small with
respect to time and height.

Considerable wind velocity variations were also observed
across onshore and offshore locations based on wind shear
characterizations derived from vertical proles collected on
August 5th and 6th. As shown in Fig. 11, onshore and offshore
wind shear differences grew signicantly larger as wind speed
increased with time on August 6th. Wind shear differences
measured across onshore and offshore locations were less
pronounced as wind speed increased with time to a lesser
degree on August 5th. On both days, however, onshore and
offshore wind shear trends were found to be largely consistent
over time. These results further demonstrate the capability of
multirotor sUAS wind sensing for characterizing wind velocity
variations in aquatic environments.

3.4 Discussion

Results from the multirotor sUAS wind sensing operations at
Grand Lake St. Marys, Ohio revealed signicant wind velocity
variations at 10 m AGL between onshore and offshore sampling
locations. Wind speed observations measured offshore were
generally higher compared to the wind speed observations
measured over water (see Fig. 8). Additionally, wind speed
differences across onshore and offshore locations were
observed to increase during aernoon hours as southerly
RMSE

U
[m s−1]

u
[m s−1]

v
[m s−1]

U
[m s−1]

2.0 1.6 2.1 2.6
1.9 1.8 1.8 2.5
1.9 1.8 1.8 2.5
1.9 1.7 1.9 2.5
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Fig. 8 Comparison plots showing differences between multirotor
sUAS estimates of wind speed and wind direction at onshore (red) and
offshore (blue) locations 10 m AGL on the (a) 5th and (b) 6th of August.
The black markers correspond to the sonic anemometer (SA) obser-
vations collected 13 m AGL on August 5th and 6th.

Fig. 9 2-D contour plots showing the comparison of onshore and
offshore profiles of (a) wind speed and (b) wind direction measured on
August 5th. The dashed lines show the sUAS flights.
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(onshore) winds subsided and westerly (alongshore) winds
strengthened. Wind direction observations, on the other hand,
varied uniformly between onshore and offshore locations as
wind direction shied from south to west, resulting in small
wind direction difference over time. Therefore, 10 m wind
velocity variations observed across onshore and offshore
sampling locations were characterized in large part by wind
speed differences. The wind speed differences observed across
onshore and offshore locations were likely driven by surface
roughness length and air buoyancy effects, which are expected
to be more pronounced when the wind is blowing parallel to the
shoreline.

The quadrotor wind velocity proles collected at Grand Lake
St. Marys also show wind variations across land and water to
increase signicantly from 10 to 100 m AGL as daytime evolves.
Wind velocity proles show wind speed trends to be consistent
with observations measured at 10 m AGL—wind speeds were
increasingly higher over water compared to land (see Fig. 9 and
10). Similarly, onshore and offshore wind velocity proles show
312 | Environ. Sci.: Atmos., 2023, 3, 305–315
wind direction to vary uniformly with time. Additionally, the
characterization of wind shear based on quadrotor wind
velocity proles show wind speed shear to be greater onshore.
These observations are consistent with expected outcomes
given that surface roughness and heat ux effects are consid-
erably smaller over water.

Multirotor sUAS wind estimates were also found to be reli-
able resolving wind velocity trends based on validation experi-
ments performed next to in situ and remote atmospheric
sensors. Results from the 14 ight operations next to a sonic
anemometer installed 13 m AGL showed multirotor sUAS and
sonic anemometer measurements of wind speed and wind
direction to track well during periods of light and moderate
wind conditions. The comparison of 45 multirotor wind velocity
proles and SoDAR observations also demonstrate multirotor
sUAS wind estimates to be reliable resolving wind velocity
variations across space and time in both light and moderate
conditions. Larger wind speed errors observed during aernoon
hours are likely the result of model-based wind estimation
limitations. The validity of the linear approximation described
in eqn (5) may be exceeded in strong wind conditions (i.e., U >
6 m s−1). These results are consistent with previous calibration
© 2023 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry



Fig. 10 2-D contour plots showing the comparison of onshore and
offshore profiles of (a) wind speed and (b) wind direction measured on
August 6th. The dashed lines show the sUAS flights.

Fig. 11 (a) A schematic showing a 10 m averaged wind profile and
corresponding onshore wind shear estimate derived from the power
law formulation described eqn (13). (b) A comparison plot showing
how the onshore offshore wind shear exponents derived from multi-
rotor sUAS wind profiles performed on August 5th, 2019 varied with
time. (c) A comparison plot showing how the onshore offshore wind
shear exponents derived from multirotor sUAS wind profiles per-
formed on August 6th, 2019 varied with time.

© 2023 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
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experiments performed alongside in situ remote sensing
instruments.4,6,25 Therefore, multirotor sUAS wind estimates
derived from both hovering and steady ascending ight opera-
tions can provide reliable observations of atmospheric ows in
aquatic environments with some restrictions. Moreover, these
calibration results extend the drone-based measurements pre-
sented by Bilyeu et al.28 and González-Rocha et al.7 where wind
velocity estimates were obtained while hovering, and highlight
the potential of drone-based wind proles for characterizing
aerosolization processes in splash zones.31

Technology improvements are also necessary to increase the
effectiveness of multirotor sUAS wind sensing capabilities.
Currently, the persistence of multirotor sUAS ight operations
is limited by the aircra performance envelop and battery
technology, as well as the accessibility to battery charging
stations. During eld experiments, ight operations were con-
strained to a 30 minutes cadence due to having a limited
number of batteries (see Fig. 8). Weather conditions also
constrain the persistence of wind sensing ight operations as it
is not safe to y multirotor sUAS in rain or high wind events,
both operating autonomously or with a human in the loop. For
this reason, ight operations were paused during rainstorm
events that took place between 11:00 and 12:30 on August 7th
(see Fig. 10). Moreover, reliable wind estimates depend on
accurate dynamic models. Therefore, airframe modications
performed aer the completion of the LTI model characteriza-
tion will likely increase the wind measurement error. Some of
these constraints will become less signicant as multirotor
sUAS performance, battery technology, and real-time parameter
estimation improves with time.

Overall, the multirotor sUAS capabilities we have presented
for measuring atmospheric ow variations in aquatic environ-
ments are an important step toward understanding the atmo-
spheric transport of hazardous agents. For instance, multirotor
sUAS wind sensing capabilities paired with particle counting
and water sampling technology can help characterize the
aerosolization of toxic cyanobacteria produced by harmful algal
blooms such as the ones found in Grand Lake St. Marys in
different seasons.28,29,32–36 Moreover, vertical wind velocity and
particle count information collected both hovering and steadily
ascending provide new possibilities for validating atmospheric
dispersion models that are used to quantify exposure to aerosol
emissions. To date, atmospheric dispersion models have only
been validated using near-ground observations.37–40 Lastly, the
spatiotemporal resolution of wind velocity that multirotor sUAS
provide is also critical for developing intelligent advisory
systems that can help downwind communities rapidly and
effectively detect and respond to hazardous exposure events.

4 Conclusions

In this paper, we explore the application of multirotor sUAS for
characterising atmospheric ow variations across land and
water in aquatic environments using a model-based wind esti-
mation algorithm. Field study results show that microscale
atmospheric ows can vary signicantly over short distances
where land and water interface. Additionally, experiments
Environ. Sci.: Atmos., 2023, 3, 305–315 | 313
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conducted next to in situ and remote sensing instruments
demonstrate multirotor sUAS to be reliable measuring wind
velocity trends both in hovering and steady ascending ight.
Therefore, further development of multirotor sUAS atmospheric
sensing capabilities are imperative for increasing the resolution
of atmospheric observations in aquatic environments. High-
delity meteorological measurements, along with accurate
aerosol concentration counts, can improve atmospheric trans-
port predictions. Improved atmospheric transport predictions
can lead to more effective advisory systems and fewer exposure
events.
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